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When w.Caesar should be gracefully entering his presidential lame duck status and thinking about who to
pardon [whoops, he already got on that with Scooter Libby], he is instead feeding warm, bleeding horse
meat to the dogs of war.
From today's Washington Post:
In approving far-reaching, new unilateral sanctions against Iran, President Bush signaled yesterday that
he intends to pursue a strategy of gradually escalating financial, diplomatic and political pressure on
Tehran, aimed not at starting a new war in the Middle East, his advisers said, but at preventing one.
...With yesterday's actions, which included the long-awaited designations of Iran's Revolutionary Guard
Corps as a proliferator of weapons of mass destruction and of the elite Quds Force as a supporter of
terrorism, Bush made clear that he is willing to seek such leverage even without the support of his
European allies.
I seem to remember the rhetoric in late 2002. Iraq was developing weapons of mass destruction and that
despite all the OCD midnight rifle barrel cleaning, w.Caesar only wanted peace, until the UN Security
Council wouldn't sanction the US invasion plans making him invade with his ethereal Coalition of the
Willing instead of Old Europe.
Life is rarely this simple: listen to politicians so that we can believe the opposite of what they say.
w.Caesar is good for that.
Moving on to our own hemisphere, w.Caesar can't stand anti-neoliberal, democratically elected leftist
governments in Latin America.
Responding to US Defense Secretary Robert Gates, who said that Hugo Chavez is a "threat to regional
stability," Venezuelan Vice-President Jorge Rodriguez affirmed that Hugo Chavez is indeed a
"tremendous threat" to the "empires of the world," and assured they would continue to be a "greater
threat" as time goes on. "Of course he [Chavez] is a threat to the stability of the empires of the world, for
those who consider themselves the world police, for those who think they have a right to invade countries
and massively murder the population," replied the Venezuelan vice-president to a recent statement made
by Robert Gates during a visit to El Salvador. ...
Gates then warned that Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez was mainly a "threat to the freedom and
economic prosperity of the people of Venezuela." According to Gates, Chavez "has been very generous in
offering their resources to people around the world, when perhaps these resources could be better used to
alleviate some of the economic problems facing the people of Venezuela."
Gates should have said the word "rich" when he called Chavez a "threat to the freedom and economic
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prosperity of the rich people of Venezuela." Conveniently, Gates ignored all domestic economic and
social reform in Venezuela.
I'm not entirely comfortable with Hugo Chavez's desire to have decree power. When he has such
legislative support, I'm not sure it's necessary. The USA criticizes Venezuela as being dictatorial, despite
its electoral unambiguity compared with Florida 2000 and Ohio 2004 and hundreds of other jurisdictions
with Republican electoral fraud this decade. Add to this a steaming pile of soft fascism in the USA and
we get a sense of US hypocrisy: w.Caesar's signing statements asserting which parts of legislation the
executive branch will not obey, and this tasty list of Amnesty International's worries about the land of the
free and the home of the brave that sounds quite a bit like Chile after 9.11.1973:
Secret detention
Enforced disappearance
Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
Outrages upon personal dignity, including humiliating treatment
Denial and restriction of habeas corpus
Indefinite detention without charge or trial
Prolonged incommunicado detention
Arbitrary detention
Unfair trial procedures
So then yesterday when w.Caesar warned the world that there will be a transition coming in Cuba
[presumably when Castro dies], but Cubazuela responded assertively:
"He spoke like an imperialist and a colonialist," said Venezuelan parliamentarian Saul Ortega about
Bush's statements. Ortega assured that the reaction to these threats will be increased unity among the
people of Latin America. "In response we have to close ranks in defense of the principles of sovereignty
and self-determination," he said.

Vice-foreign minister Rodolfo Sanz assured that the United States was making a mistake with their
statements towards Cuba and maintained that the "times have changed."
"We aren't going to sit here with our arms crossed before some diabolic adventure," he said. Sanz
assured that the Cuban people can count on support from nations like Venezuela, Bolivia, and Nicaragua,
among others, stating that "Cuba is not alone."
The boldness of the Latin American political economic agenda in the last decade is a testament to the
recovery of economic shock, terror and genocide visited upon them by Milton Friedman and his
neoliberal storm troopers over the last 35 years. Naomi Klein's Shock Doctrine's final chapter talks about
how when people or cultures rebuild their communities and name their oppressors when they recover
from shock. This is the spirit in which Cubazuela has responded to w.Caesar's signaling of regime change
in Cuba. Let's be honest. The US corporate interests in Cuba are legion. Cuba will become the next Haiti
as Canada and the US have squashed hope into desperation there.
Words like diabolic, imperialist, colonialist, sovereignty, self-determination and the simple phrase--times
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have changed--indicate that a Grenada-style hemispheric military excursion into Cuba will not easily
guarantee the Republicans' retention of the White House or a recovery of Congress.
Cuba is indeed not alone. The whole hemisphere is tilted against w.Caesar with the exception of
business/media elites and the apolitical or ignorant, RRSP-hoarding, gadget-worshipping [dwindling
numbers of the] middle class in NAFTAland and Latin American compradors.
And with the record oil profits that w.Caesar has facilitated as he helped oil pass $80 a barrel, he has
ended up funding Venezuela's upgrading of its military.
Back to Naomi Klein, however, to follow her thesis: war is good for corporate profitability and the GDP.
Peace impairs economic growth. So it might not even matter to the disaster/conflict capitalists that a war
with Iran or Cubazuela is just, desirable or winnable. It's just another opportunity to bankrupt
governments and shift public wealth to global corporations.
Luckily the other Naomi [Wolf] and thousands of others including sitdownfortheconstitution.org have
started what will hopefully be a 54 week campaign for Americans to steal back their constitution.
The rest of our hemisphere better get on [not off!] our asses and support them in their attempt to stifle
w.Caesar's soft fascism before it grows horns and starts sending Blackwater mercenaries into US streets.
Oh, I forgot. It is already be too
late for that since they've been in New Orleans.
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